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All of us bring light to
exciting solutions never
tried before

for it is our hope that
implores us, at our
uncompromising core,

to keep rising for an earth
more than worth fighting for.

Excerpt from Earthrise by Amanda Gorman

In biomedical engineering education, we seek to
bring to light exciting solutions that improve our
world, our discipline, our departments, our class-
rooms, and our students’ educational experiences and
future careers. This Special Issue of the Journal of
Biomedical Engineering Education is devoted to the
ways in which we bring light to biomedical engineering
education solutions building on a foundation of jus-
tice, equity, diversity, and inclusion (JEDI).

That diversity and inclusion are key drivers of
innovation and complex problem solving is well known
and well accepted in science, technology, engineering,
and mathematics (STEM) disciplines, business, and
social sciences. Such is the power of diversity that
nearly 20 years ago Hong and Page demonstrated that
heterogenous teams of problem-solvers outperform
homogenous teams of problem solvers even when the
homogenous team has on average greater ability.1

Furthermore, individuals from historically marginal-
ized groups, including women in engineering, have

origins, experiences, and concerns that differ from the
mainstream and as a consequence can identify con-
nections between ideas and concepts that have been
previously missed or ignored.2 Thus, diverse teams can
solve harder problems, are more innovative, and pro-
pel greater advances in STEM disciplines.

After the summer of 2020 in which the murder of
George Floyd at the hands of police3 was followed by
uprisings for racial justice during a global pandemic,
the acronym Justice, Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion
(JEDI) appeared in a list of student demands from
Black Stanford Medical students [https://www.
diverseeducation.com/opinion/article/15109001/from-
dei-to-jedi]. In selecting this acronym for this Special
Issue, we unknowingly waded into a debate over how
inclusive its referent Star Wars and parent company
Disney are on the one side4 and how to even define
justice without invoking religious morals or the con-
cept of merit,5 on the other side. We are also sensitive
to the complaint that ‘‘These terms and related
abbreviations like DEI can come to be treated as
institutional buzzwords that are more slogan than
substance, signaling commitments that institutions fail
to meaningfully honor’’.6

Therefore, here we expand on each of these elements
in the context of biomedical engineering education and
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our hopes for their potential positive impact on our
students, classrooms, colleagues, programs, and disci-
pline. By Justice, we mean practices that seek to right
wrongs in engineering education from K to infinity,
especially for those who have been historically disad-
vantaged or excluded. By Equity, we mean educational
practices and programs that are free from bias and
favoritism, especially in opportunities and treatment.
By Diversity, we mean best practices in seeking and
valuing a non-homogenous mix of identities and per-
spectives in undergraduate, graduate, faculty and staff
populations as well as the biomedical engineering
workforce. Finally, by Inclusion, we mean fostering
belonging in the faculty, research laboratories, class-
rooms, and student bodies by centering, valuing, and
amplifying the voices and perspectives of those who
experience barriers based on their identities.

In this Special Issue, our articles do just that. Our
contributing authors provide exciting and impactful
teaching tips; innovations articles that highlight com-
munity-based, lab-based, and classroom-based pro-
grams; research articles; and perspectives. The focus of
several articles in this Special Issue are activities and
interventions at entry points and transition points for

trainees, which may be especially challenging for first-
generation students and members of historically
marginalized and racialized groups. These entry and
transition points include the first year of an
undergraduate program, undergraduate student entry
into mentored research, admission to graduate school,
and the first year of a graduate program. Similarly,
times of social crisis, like the murder of George Floyd,
can become inflection points in students’ journeys to
understand how biomedical engineering can contribute
to justice, equity, diversity and inclusion and how we
can use our discipline to combat injustice, inequity,
homogeneity, and exclusion. We hope our readers
consider ways to implement the best practices shared
here with students outside of the classroom, into fac-
ulty meetings, within professional societies, and with
our communities outside of the university.

In our opinion, all authors in the Special Issue bring
to light exciting solutions never tried before. We hope,
perhaps uncompromisingly, that the teaching tips,
innovations articles, research articles, and perspectives
presented here keep our discipline rising for a field
more than worth fighting for.
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